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During an inventory search of the vehicle, burglary tools were located along with an altered temporary tag for the vehicle. The driver was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) for receiving/transferring a stolen vehicle, possession of burglary tools and false evidence of title/registration.

On November 9, Officer J. Malecki was dispatched to a residence in response to a report of a male attempting to gain access into the caller’s home. Officer Malecki located the male outside the residence. The offender had recently been arrested for domestic violence against the caller’s sister and was not supposed to be at the home. Officers arrived before he was able to gain access and found he had an outstanding felony warrant.

On November 23, Officers R. Casaus and F. Duran were dispatched to an auto burglary in progress. Upon arrival, officers observed the offender in the victim’s vehicle in the driver seat. Officers arrested the offender without incident and located numerous burglary tools in a backpack on the driver’s floorboard. The steering column was slightly damaged. The offender was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) for auto burglary and an outstanding felony warrant in reference to an auto burglary that occurred on November 7, 2015.

On November 2, Officer R. DeBuck participated in a threat assessment on a student who suffers from schizophrenia and has experienced homicidal thoughts. Officer DeBuck was successful in starting the process of having the student removed to a more structured environment.

On November 5, Officer B. Daffron observed a vehicle displaying a stolen license plate. Officer Daffron initiated a traffic stop and the driver was identified and taken into custody. After searching the passenger’s belongings, she was found to be in possession of a firearm and controlled substances - cocaine and methamphetamine. The passenger also had an outstanding felony warrant for her arrest. Both subjects were transported to the Prisoner Transport Center. As Officer Daffron was escorting both females into the center, the suspect driver escaped from custody. The investigation identified the registered owner of the stolen vehicle and she provided a written statement detailing she did not know the offender or give her permission to use the
vehicle. Officer Burt learned the suspect had plead guilty to a previous charge of receiving and transferring stolen property making this her second offense. Officer Burt obtained an arrest warrant for the suspect and she was caught and arrested. The offender has since been indicted for this offense.

**Northeast Area Command...**

- In November, the Northeast Area Command had 10,429 calls for service, wrote 1,900 reports, and issued 964 citations. There were 148 felony arrests, 292 misdemeanor arrests, 26 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests, and 130 warrants issued. Nine community meetings were attended.
- On November 11, Officers J. Barnard, P. Martin, W. Velasquez, M. Espinoza, and Acting Sergeant Ronzone responded to an alarm call at a local business. The alarm company was able to access live video from inside the business. Officers arrived and immediately established a containment perimeter. The subjects initially tried to leave the business but then complied with orders after realizing they were surrounded. Both offenders were booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) on multiple felony charges.
- In November, Team 7 officers were assigned to conduct high visibility patrol, field contacts, and appropriate enforcement action at two apartment complexes. Officers checked license plates, patrolled the area, and made contact with several subjects. In total, Team 7 officers responded to 34 calls for service, conducted 12 on-sites in or near the area, made seven arrests, and forwarded 29 field contact cards to the Northeast Impact Team.
- On November 27, Officers Guerrera and Lujan were dispatched to a domestic violence call. Upon arrival, they found a female seeking refuge in a passing motorist’s vehicle and a male in the immediate area holding a two-week-old child. The investigation revealed that a violent domestic dispute started in their apartment. The female attempted to flee a number of times only to be pulled back by her boyfriend. She escaped his custody and fled down the street where he caught her and began dragging her back towards the apartment, while holding the newborn. He also left three other small children unattended in the apartment while this was happening. He was taken into custody without incident and charged with false imprisonment and multiple counts of child abuse.
- On November 12, Officer J. Lopez-Shook stopped a vehicle driving in an aggressive and unsafe manner. The driver provided a name that could not be verified. However, Officer J. Lopez-Shook recognized the driver from an intelligence bulletin that was disseminated regarding the subject having felony warrants. Officer J. Lopez-Shook verified the true identity of the driver and confirmed he was lying about who he was. The driver was arrested for two outstanding felony arrest warrants and one misdemeanor arrest warrant.
- On November 8, Officer A. Sedler was dispatched to a local store in response to a shoplifting call. Upon arriving, a male ran out of the loss prevention office and fled in a vehicle. Officer A. Sedler attempted to stop the vehicle, but the suspect fled. The store’s loss prevention associate advised officers that there was a female in the store that was selecting merchandise with the male that ran out of store. The female was being watched on security surveillance cameras at the self-check out. The subject was scanning merchandise with a bar code label affixed to the back of her cell phone that did not match merchandise she was purchasing. The suspect would place an item over the cell phone, scan it, and then bag it. The total amount paid for the items was $39 but the actual total for the items should have been $240. The offender was transported to the Metropolitan Detention Center without incident. Between August 8 and October 1, Officer H. Guerrero investigated a fraud case in which a woman had a checkbook stolen and her checks fraudulently cashed at a local bank. It was confirmed that an unknown male subject had cashed the check. Officer H. Guerrero contacted the bank security office and bank manager for video evidence linking the male. The name used on the check was run through police databases and the picture imaged matched. A felony warrant was issued for the male and he has been subsequently arrested.
- On November 30, Detective Roach was investigating and trying to apprehend a subject that was known to have an outstanding warrant for her arrest from a Grand Jury indictment for auto burglary, auto theft and aggravated eluding. The offender was highlighted by the media for her high number of arrests for felony property violent crimes. Information was learned about her movements. Detective Roach conducted
surveillance on one of her associates. When the subject arrived, Detective Roach took her into custody without incident. The subject is also being linked to eight additional auto burglaries.

- On November 13, Officer D. Kisser was dispatched to an accident with injuries. Dispatch advised that the driver of the vehicle at fault was possibly intoxicated and had fled on foot. During Officer Kisser’s investigation, he observed a female at a nearby gas station matching the description of the alleged driver. Officer Kisser, with the assistance of other officers arrested the female.

Foothills Area Command...

- In November, the Foothills Area Command had 5,782 calls for service, wrote 1,099 reports, and issued 1,051 citations. There were 167 felony arrests, 89 misdemeanor arrests, and 23 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests. Fifteen community meetings were attended.

- On November 3, Officers R. White, D. Byrd, and Recruit Officer C. Willsley were dispatched to a call involving a subject who shot into a business as he attempted to shoot another vehicle in the parking lot. The subject fled from the scene in a small sized moving truck. An attempt to locate was broadcast citywide. The moving truck was located by Southeast Area Command officers at a convenience store. Officer Byrd positively identified the male as the suspect who caused the disturbance at the store based on the surveillance footage. The gun used in the crime was located inside the store. The subject attempted to hide the weapon upon police arrival. He was arrested for aggravated assault with a deadly weapon, shooting at a dwelling and motor vehicle, tampering with evidence, and possession of a controlled substance (pills).

- On November 20, Sergeant S. Lockey, Officers C. Elliott and L. Jaramillo responded to a suspicious person call. The caller advised dispatch that he observed a male subject removing tires from a vehicle that was parked in a driveway of a residence. Upon arrival, a vehicle was observed missing three tires and was being held up by bricks. Another vehicle was located across the street with two subjects inside. After several minutes of giving them announcements, the two subjects came out and were taken into custody. Two of the victim’s tires were located inside the offenders’ vehicle. During the investigation it was discovered that there were two more suspects that ran from the scene prior to the officers’ arrival. The two outstanding suspects were caught the same day by Impact detectives. Four subjects were arrested for auto burglary, felony larceny, and tampering with evidence. After further investigation, the subjects admitted to other auto burglaries at a local bar.

- On November 13, Officers Simmons and Marquez were dispatched to a residence in response to a crime stoppers tip of a wanted fugitive staying at an apartment. Officers made contact with the apartment occupant and located the subject who had two felony probation violations. He was taken into custody without incident and transported to the Metropolitan Detention Center.

- On November 13, Officers Mayfield, Elliott, and Schmelzer were dispatched to a suspicious person call. The reporting party observed the male subject standing in her carport area. The reporting party yelled to the subject that she could see him. At this point, the suspect fled on foot. Officer Elliott found the subject behind a nearby apartment complex. Officer Elliott made contact with the subject and found he had a felony warrant. The subject was arrested for the warrant and searched. Officer Schmelzer found a glass pipe in a pocket in the subject’s pants. The backpack the subject was wearing also contained 20 sets of keys and 11 garage door openers. There were also three credit cards belonging to the reporting party. The suspect was booked on the warrant and drug paraphernalia.

- On November 18, officers were dispatched to an armed robbery at a local wireless cellular store. Upon arrival, it was determined two subjects had robbed the store at gunpoint and taken several items, including phones. As the crime was investigated, the phones were tracked through global positioning system (GPS). The offenders were located and taken into custody.

- On November 15, officers were called to a residence in response to an adult male exhibiting erratic behavior which was observed by several neighbors. As officers approached, the subject armed himself with a firearm and retreated to his backyard. Neighbors reported hearing shots fired. The subject made numerous attempts to induce officers into shooting him or taking some form of force. Officers on scene used restraint and the subject was subsequently taken into custody with no further incident.

- On November 8, Officers Rogillio, Shultz and Denerstein responded to a disturbance in which
a male subject was shooting a gun outside the home. During the event, officers established a perimeter around the area and made several attempts to get the male subject to comply with officers’ commands. The male subject walked in and out of the home several times and refused to comply with commands. At one point, the male was seen with what appeared to be a shotgun. The male subject was verbally combative, yelling at officers that he wanted to fight and threw items at them. The subject threw a handgun outside the home and advised that he had a rifle and shotgun inside the home. The subject went in the house and came back out holding a baseball bat. Eventually, the officers got the male into custody. The male subject was transported to the University of New Mexico Hospital for a mental health evaluation.

Field Services Bureau - West
Valley Area Command...
• In November, the Valley Area Command had 6,868 calls for service, wrote 1,277 reports and issued 646 citations. There were 103 felony arrests, 112 misdemeanor arrests, and 32 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests. Thirteen community meetings were attended.
  • On November 1, Officer B. Melendrez was dispatched to a car dealership in response to a larceny in progress. According to the caller, whom was monitoring the property from out of state, three males were on the property stealing tires from a tire bin located on the lot. The caller advised that the males fled southbound through the parking lot toward the vehicle storage area and were last seen jumping a wall to the surrounding property. Officers established a perimeter and the males were located hiding underneath a large moving truck that was parked directly behind the property. The investigation showed that the males broke the lock to the tire bin gate and loaded 16 tires into their vehicle. They were charged with commercial burglary and conspiracy.
  • On November 26, Officers T. Wickens and D. White were dispatched to a residence in response to a crime stoppers tip informing police that a male subject who had outstanding felony warrants was at that residence. When officers arrived, the homeowner gave police permission to search the home for the male. Announcements were made and a male exited a bedroom. The subject was identified and placed under arrest for the felony warrants without incident.
  • On November 1, Officer C. Knight conducted a stop after observing a traffic infraction. After the vehicle yielded to the emergency equipment, the driver exited the vehicle and challenged Officer C. Knight. Officer C. Knight verbally persuaded the driver to obey his commands. The driver was identified and confirmed to have two felony warrants for his arrest.
  • On November 13, Officer Quade responded to a wrong way driver. While in route, dispatch advised a truck had crashed near the area and the driver had attempted to carjack a University of New Mexico bus. Officers apprehended the suspect at the crash site. The investigation showed the offender had stolen the truck earlier in the morning and robbed a convenience store before the crash. The subject was arrested and booked for auto theft, robbery, and attempted carjacking.
  • On November 17, Officers Quade, Llamas, and Lujan responded to a suspect shooting a gun. Upon arrival, officers located the suspect and took him into custody. The officers also recovered the handgun stashed in a nearby yard. The suspect was on probation for murder. He was arrested and booked for felon in possession of a firearm/tampering with evidence.
  • On November 21, Officer I. Hernandez responded to an aggravated assault and battery call at a local business. The manager advised that two males were stealing property and as they were attempting to leave the store, loss prevention members contacted them. At this time, both males pointed firearms at the employees and fled. An unidentified citizen observed the event, followed the subjects, and contacted dispatch with updated information. Air support was dispatched and they located the getaway vehicle. Air support began directing officers to the location where the males exited the vehicle and fled on foot. Officer Hernandez chased down one of the offenders and apprehend him with assistance from Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office (BCSO) deputies and other Valley Area Command units. The second offender was also located and taken into custody by a combined effort of APD officers and BCSO deputies.
  • On November 5, officers were dispatched to a possible domestic violence call occurring in a moving vehicle. Officers were advised by the caller that the driver of the vehicle was not allowing his female passenger to exit the
vehicle. The driver was also weaving in and out of traffic and was traveling in excess of 100 miles per hour on the freeway. Officers located the suspect vehicle as it pulled into a parking lot. Due to the suspect’s erratic behavior and not allowing the passenger to exit the vehicle, a high risk traffic stop was conducted. Once the female passenger was safe and the suspect was taken into custody, officers conducted a pat down of the suspect. Officers located a large knife concealed in the suspect’s front pocket and five individually packaged bags containing methamphetamine. Officers Miranda’d the suspect and he admitted to “cooking” the methamphetamine himself, but said it was for personal use. The suspect was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) without incident.

Southwest Area Command...

• On November 8, Officers J. McDonnell and P. Olivas were dispatched to an armed robbery call. Upon arrival, officers saw the suspect crossing an intersection. The suspect attempted to enter a gas station but was apprehended by the officers. Further investigation revealed enough evidence to arrest the suspect for felony armed robbery. The subject was transported to the hospital for a knife laceration to his hand. Once released, he was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC).

• On November 10, Sergeant Armijo located a stolen vehicle. When Sergeant Armijo attempted to conduct a traffic stop, the occupants fled the area. Officer Garcia located the vehicle and the driver when the driver attempted to abandon the vehicle in the neighbor’s driveway. The offender had a large amount of methamphetamine on his person. During the investigation, officers determined that the vehicle identification number (VIN) was tampered with. The vehicle was towed for a full VIN inspection.

• On November 20, Officers Perez and Brooks were dispatched to a rollover car accident. Upon arrival it was determined the vehicle involved was stolen. Officer Perez located one of the three offenders shortly after the crash. Officer Perez remained on scene and located the two outstanding offenders. The Auto Theft Unit was contacted and took over the investigation.

• On November 15, Officers Sanchez and Foulk were dispatched to a residential burglary. The homeowner confronted a burglar in his garage and chased him from the residence. The officers located the offender at a nearby residence where the victim had seen him enter. The male was arrested for residential and auto burglary. The stolen property was returned to the victim.

• On November 19, Officer Apodaca was called to a local store to investigate a shoplifting. During the investigation, Officer Apodaca was shown video of the vehicle in which the shoplifting suspects arrived in. Officer Apodaca located the vehicle in the parking lot and ran the vehicle through the National Crime Information Center (NCIC). NCIC identified the vehicle as being stolen. The two subjects were charged with shoplifting and receiving and transferring of a stolen motor vehicle. Auto Theft detectives were called and the two subjects provided information on several other robberies and burglaries which allowed several of these cases to be cleared.

• On November 17, Officers Sanchez and Garcia were dispatched to a local fast food restaurant in response to a suspicious male subject with a gun in his waistband. Officers Garcia and Sanchez confronted the subject inside the restaurant and he got into a confrontation with the officers. After a short struggle, the officers were able to take the subject into custody. The subject was in possession of a stolen firearm.

• On November 26, Sergeant Baca was dispatched to a local store in response to a possible drunk driver. The original caller, a store employee, stated that two males had entered the store and went into the liquor section. Employees stated they could see the males were highly intoxicated so they refused to sell to them. When the males exited the store, the employees watched as the two males entered a vehicle, one as the driver. The call stated the driver was having trouble unlocking the car door or getting the keys in the door. When Sergeant Baca arrived he was flagged down by the store employees who pointed to the suspect vehicle which was still in one of the south facing parking spaces. Sergeant Baca pulled in behind the vehicle and noticed the vehicle was running with the lights.
on. Sergeant Baca approached the driver’s side window and contacted the driver. The sergeant could smell a strong odor of alcohol emitting from the driver’s breath as he spoke to him. Sergeant Baca asked the driver if he had been drinking which he denied. Sergeant Baca asked him for his driver’s license and vehicle papers. The driver gave Sergeant Baca his license but would not give him the vehicle information. When Sergeant Baca ran the driver’s license information, he was advised that the driver’s license was revoked/suspended. The suspect was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) and charged with aggravated driving while intoxicated (DWI) and driving on a revoked license.

In November, officers received a call in response to a road rage investigation. Comments on the call indicated a drunk driver pointed a firearm at the occupants of another vehicle. The driver of the other vehicle took down the license number of the offender’s vehicle. Officer Vallejo contacted the victim and she indicated that she felt threatened after getting into a road-rage dispute with another driver. She also had her child present in the vehicle. Sergeant George located the vehicle and initiated a traffic stop. Detective Griego interviewed the driver and he admitted to having a handgun in the vehicle.

Northwest Area Command...
- In November, the Northwest Area Command had 5,139 calls for service, wrote 929 reports, and issued 828 citations. There were 36 felony arrests, 104 misdemeanor arrests, 20 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests; and 32 warrants issued. Ten community meetings were attended.
- On November 6, Officer C. Holmes was dispatched to a hit and run accident. As Officer Holmes was in route, he was advised by dispatch that the same vehicle had caused another accident nearby. Upon arrival, officers found the person who had caused both accidents had her six-month old daughter in the car with her. According to the victims and witnesses, the female was driving recklessly and intentionally ran a light at an intersection hitting the victim’s car. The female suspect told officers that her sister was coming to pick up the baby. A short time later, a vehicle arrived on scene with an unknown driver. The suspect ran to and entered the vehicle with the baby. The vehicle then fled from the scene. Officer Holmes issued a felony arrest warrant on the subject for child abuse. She was arrested the following day without incident at her workplace. It was confirmed that the subject had a revoked driver’s license.
- On November 15, Officer Morant and Sergeant Barela were dispatched to a priority one call where the caller stated she witnessed a male subject who was wanted for several felonies enter an apartment. Officers verified the information and identified the male subject. The suspect was confirmed to have a felony warrant for aggravated battery/domestic violence for stomping on his girlfriend’s head, almost killing her. He was also wanted for shooting at a person in the South Valley. Officers took the subject into custody after finding him hiding in the kitchen pantry of the apartment.
- On November 20, Officers H. Alvidrez and A. Hoisington along with Sergeants A. Sedler and R. Hilger responded to a welfare check call. The caller stated she received a suicide note on her vehicle from her ex-husband and was concerned because she had noticed a rope in his house the week prior. She indicated he had been really depressed. Upon arrival, officers knocked on the door, but did not get a response. As officers were looking through the windows, Officer Alvidrez noticed a male matching the description of the subject inside the residence. It appeared the subject was hanging from a rope attached to the railing on the stairs. The officers were able to make entry into the home through a bedroom window. Officer Hoisington attempted to communicate with the subject but got no response. As Sergeant Sedler stepped outside to get assistance from the Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU), the subject kicked the stool out from underneath him and he fell. The rope was immediately tight around his neck and officers rushed to assist him. Officer Hoisington lifted the subject up by his legs while Officer Alvidrez cut him down. After the subject was secure on the ground, the rope was removed from the individual’s neck. The subject was conscious and breathing when medical personnel arrived on scene. He was transported to the hospital by ambulance. Officers Alvidrez and Hoisington were nominated for the Life Saving Award for this call.
- On November 8, Officers J. Wharton and E. Ibarra responded to a possible stolen vehicle call. The vehicle fled and Officer Wharton disengaged. However, almost immediately after the vehicle fled it hit a curb and the driver
abandoned the vehicle. Officer Wharton got the driver into custody. The offender was charged with five felonies and the stolen vehicle was returned to its rightful owner.

- On November 17, field officers conducted a traffic stop and discovered the vehicle had been reported embezzled by a local car rental store. During an inventory check of the vehicle, officers discovered a large amount of mail that was not addressed to the suspect. The vehicle was sealed and Impact detectives conducted a search warrant which revealed several items that were taken from auto burglaries in the Rio Rancho area. The property and mail was returned to the victims. The driver was identified as a suspect in two auto burglaries in the Northwest. Detectives worked with the Rio Rancho Police Department who also filed an arrest warrant for the suspect for his involvement in the Rio Rancho burglaries.

- On November 20, field officers were dispatched to a kidnapping and carjacking. The officers contacted the victim who reported being held hostage in a house for over 24 hours, but managed to escape through a window. The victim told officers he was forced at gun point to withdraw money from an ATM then blindfolded and transported to a house. The victim said the offenders took his vehicle and was left in the house with one male subject guarding him. Detectives identified the offenders and obtained felony warrants for the offenders. They also located the victim’s car in Rio Rancho.

Special Services Bureau
Special Operations Division...

Tactical...
- In November, Officer A. Sandoval completed the Alderhorst K-9 Instructor course. Officer J. Walsh completed the Alderhorst Basic K-9 Handler’s course.
- In November, SWAT officers assisted with traffic posts at Officer D. Webster’s funeral.
- In November, the Bomb Squad responded to 11 explosive ordnance (EOD) call-outs.
- In November, the Bomb Squad trained for 130 hours to include topics such as explosive breaching, explosive disposal training, and total containment vessel training.
- On November 11, the Bomb Squad conducted a demonstration at Thunderbird Harley Davidson to honor EOD veterans.

Office of Emergency Management... (OEM)...
- In November, OEM continued to assist Albuquerque Cultural Services department with mitigation planning activities to prevent future flooding at the Casa San Ysidro historic site.
- OEM is rewriting the Mass Dispensing of Medical Countermeasures plan wherein OEM is responsible to coordinate the mass distribution of prophylaxis to 556,000 residents within 48 hours. A secondary plan is being created to dispense the same to essential City of Albuquerque personnel.
- On November 25, OEM met with the Sunport Operations Manager regarding the Cities Readiness Initiative (CRI)/Strategic National Stockpile Program and their closed Point of Dispensing (POD) involvement in delivering medical counter measures.
- In early November, OEM began the construction projects for more than $400,000 in improvements to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC).

Homeland Security...
- In November, Homeland Security conducted four active threat classes for private businesses.
- On November 18, Lieutenant Walton attended a New Mexico Department of Homeland Security and Emergency Management (NMDHSEM) workshop. The focus of the workshop was to finalize and change the NMDHSEM training events for the next year.
- In November, Lieutenant Walton met with the management of the Albuquerque Convention Center in reference to training and security concerns. Planning is underway to establish dates for Active Threat training for the staff and assistance in drafting an Emergency Action Plan.

Open Space...
- On November 2, Officer S. Candelaria assisted the Northwest Area Command with a search for a male subject who was approaching women on the walking trail and being obscene towards them. Sergeant Catsis observed the male jumping a fence into a residence. Officer Candelaria found the residence where the male subject was and observed the suspect moving things around the backyard and acting erratically. The male subject jumped the fence and approached Officer Candelaria. He pretended to have a finger gun and pointed it at the officer as if to shoot him. Officer Candelaria gave the male subject simple voice commands
to stop but the male subject continued to act irrational. The male subject continued to jump from yard to yard howling like a dog and acting as if he was convulsing. The subject ran away from Officer Candelaria but Sergeant Catsis intersected him. The male subject grabbed a huge boulder and tried to throw it at Sergeant Catsis but missed. The subject continued trying to attack Sergeant Catsis. Sergeant Catsis was able to stabilize him and place him in handcuffs. Subsequently the male subject was arrested for felony charges.

- On November 3, Open Space officers assisted with traffic control for Officer D. Webster’s funeral procession.
- On November 7, Officer Banuelos took the Open Space Hovercraft to a community Outreach event for families with children. Officer Banuelos displayed the Open Space Hovercraft and allowed children the opportunity to get inside of it and take pictures.
- On November 17, Open Space Search and Rescue (OS SAR) assisted Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office and New Mexico State Police with a search and rescue call-out involving a plane crash in the Sandia Mountains. When the plane was located, officers hiked to its location in rugged and snowy conditions. The victims were extricated from the plane, placed into skids, and transported off the mountain by OS SAR. OS SAR transferred the bodies to the New Mexico Office of Medical Investigator.

Horse Mounted Unit (HMU)...
- On November 3, the Horse Mounted Unit (HMU) participated in honoring Officer D. Webster at the memorial services located at the Convention Center. The Unit also participated at the grave side memorial in Rio Rancho. All seven horses were utilized for both ceremonies.

Metro Traffic Division...
- In November, the Unit responded to 201 calls for service.
- In November, the Unit had 72 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests; four felony warrants; and 14 misdemeanor arrests/warrants.
- In November, the Unit issued 312 moving citations; investigated 98 crashes; towed 47 vehicles; and had six DWI vehicle forfeitures.
- In November, the DWI Seizure Unit checked in 54 vehicles; returned 16 vehicles; removed 19 boots; and auctioned 15 booted vehicles. Four hundred fifteen (415) vehicles were in the lot.

Prisoner Transport Unit (PTU)...
- In November, the Prisoner Transport Unit processed 982 prisoners through the Prisoner Transport Center. The Albuquerque Police Department arrested 769 prisoners and other law enforcement agencies arrested 213 prisoners. PTU made 195 trips to the Metropolitan Detention Center and accepted two walk-in prisoners at the Metropolitan Detention Center.
- In November, PTU worked five hospital guard duty assignments for a total of 18 days.

Metro Court Protection Detail (MCPD)...
- In November, 55 individuals were remanded by the court and booked; six individuals were remanded and bonded out.
- In November, MCPD completed 114 floor checks.
- In November, MCPD completed 72 escorts.

Investigative Bureau
Scientific Evidence Division...
- In November, the Major Crime Scene team responded to four primary call-outs.
- In November, Field Investigations responded to 1,265 calls for service and 285 primary burglary calls.
- In November, field investigators collected 938 latent fingerprint cards; tagged 541 evidence items; and tagged 468 photograph CDs.
- In November, the Photo Lab worked on 310 cases resulting in 11,460 prints and 423 discs.
- In November, the Evidence, Identification and Disposition Unit supported the following backgrounds: 97 case dispositions, 36 employment, 30 firearms, 115 FBI and 17 CODIS requests. 36 RAPs and photos were distributed, 24 new APD applicants were finger printed, 1,301 fingerprints were classified in AFIS and 1,030 new and old arrests were processed into the TIBURON criminal history records.
- In November, the Evidence, Identification, and Disposition Unit received 6,970 evidence items, duplicated 2,975 audio/video recordings and supported 27 pretrial viewings. Efforts to reduce inventory resulted in 312 items returned to owners; 9,915 items disposed; and $706.20 received as auction proceeds. The unit also processed 2,759 case disposition transactions into evidence history.
- In November, the New Mexico DNA Identification System (NMDIS) received
515 new convicted offender/arrestee DNA samples, with a cumulative total of over 109,000 collected. 488 samples were analyzed, uploaded, and searched in CODIS, with a cumulative total of almost 102,000 searchable DNA profiles. As a result of these convicted offender/arrestee samples, 26 unsolved cases were matched to convicted offenders/arrestees, three case-to-case matches were made, with a resulting total of 29 investigations being aided.

- In November, the Controlled Substance Unit completed 51 drug cases (34 were APD and 17 were Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office).
- In November, the Biology Unit completed 15 APD cases and two for the Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office.

Criminal Investigations Bureau
Property Crimes Division...

- On November 7, Auto Theft Detective A. Lovato observed a vehicle displaying a plate belonging to a stolen vehicle. Detective Lovato followed the vehicle in his unmarked car until he could get assistance from responding Foothills and Northeast Area Command units. The suspect was taken into custody without incident. Upon confirming the status through National Crime Information Center (NCIC), the suspect was transported and booked into the Prisoner Transport Center. The suspect had in his possession four different sets of lock tools and tumbler keys. Some of the sets were specific to automobiles and some were random sets used on numerous other types of locks. He also had a black tactical vest and an expandable baton.
- On November 8, the Auto Theft Unit was conducting city wide bait car operations. Detective T. Economidy located a suspicious vehicle at a local motel and determined that the registered owner had two outstanding felony warrants for parole violations. Unfortunately, the vehicle left the scene and could not be stopped. The next day, Detective Economidy checked the same motel and located the vehicle. Auto Theft Detectives set up surveillance on the car and a short time later a male subject exited a room and approached the vehicle. The suspect matched the booking photo of a wanted suspect and was contacted by detectives. He immediately fled on foot and was caught after a short foot chase. His warrants were confirmed and he was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) without further incident.
- On November 14, Auto Theft detectives tracked a stolen vehicle equipped with a global positioning system (GPS) to a local motel. The vehicle was located in the parking lot. Detectives observed a male subject loading clothing and other items from a hotel room into the vehicle. As he entered the vehicle, he was contacted by detectives. The initial stolen vehicle was parked next to another vehicle that was also determined to be stolen. Items from the second stolen vehicle were also linked back to the suspect. The Rio Rancho Police Department confirmed that the items were taken in two separate burglaries in Rio Rancho. In addition, there were two other subjects that were connected to the burglaries and had six outstanding warrants between them. The suspect was charged with receiving and transferring and the other two suspects were booked on their warrants.

- On November 4, NITe detectives responded to a call where two subjects were in a stolen truck and going in and out of a residence in the Valley Area Command. The NITe detectives established a perimeter around a house and eventually took four subjects in custody. Two suspects were arrested for the stolen truck. The other two individuals had felony warrants and were also arrested.
- On November 5, NITe detectives responded to a call where a suspect stole a vehicle from her father. Detectives contacted the father and he advised she did not have permission to be using the vehicle and wanted to press charges. The suspect was extremely intoxicated and he advised she did not have permission to be using the vehicle and wanted to press charges. The suspect was extremely intoxicated and was on some type of narcotic. The suspect was transported to the hospital but was later booked for the stolen vehicle.
- In November, Burglary detectives searching the CODIS database discovered two DNA cases involving a serial burglar. He used at least five different aliases and was responsible for at least 12 residential burglaries. Burglary detectives obtained two felony burglary warrants for the suspect.
- In November, detectives opened two burglary investigations where firearms were stolen. The one victim discovered his firearms on his friend’s social media pages. Burglary detectives confirmed the serial numbers of the firearms and that the photos were taken in the suspect’s daughter’s bedroom on the day of the burglaries. Burglary detectives obtained arrest warrants and the suspect was taken into custody within the week. One of the firearms was recovered in a Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) drug raid.
Organized Retail Crime and Pawn/Metal Detail ...

• On November 18, the Organized Crime Unit was notified by the Crime Analysis Unit in reference to a prolific pawner. He frequently pawned at city-wide pawn shop and had outstanding felony warrants for robbery and forgery. The suspect’s picture was posted on the Albuquerque Retail Assets Protection Association (ARAPA) website to notify participating businesses of his wanted status. He was also highlighted during the monthly ARAPA meeting on November 19th. On November 20, the suspect entered a pawn shop and the store employees recognized him from the postings and called 911. Organized Crime Unit detectives in conjunction with Northeast Area Command officers responded and took him into custody.

• On November 24, detectives with the Organized Crime Unit arrested two subjects with outstanding felony warrants. Warrants were due to theft of merchandise at a local store in September. One suspect was featured at the November 19 ARAPA meeting. The store’s loss prevention officer recognized him and a warrant was obtained. The suspect’s brother was also at the residence and found to have a warrant for aggravated battery. Both subjects were transported to the Prisoner Transport Center without incident. The primary suspect was a heavily documented property crimes offender.

White Collar Crimes Unit ...

• On November 25, a suspect surrendered herself to Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) for a felony embezzlement warrant. The warrant was obtained by Detective M. Sandoval from the White Collar Crimes Unit. Between March 2012 and the summer of 2014, the suspect was employed as a bookkeeper at a local business. During that time she embezzled over $200,000 from the company. The suspect tripled her salary and made additional deposits into her bank accounts. She resigned from the position and the company’s new accountant noticed the missing money and irregularities. The company contacted the police and an investigation was completed.

Criminal Nuisance Abatement (CNAU) ...

• On November 7, CNAU detectives, Safe City Strike Force (SCSF) personnel, and Valley Area Command field officers conducted an operation at an intersection that has a large homeless population. The City had numerous complaints that transients were setting up camps and creating an unhealthy environment. Officers made contact with several individuals and offered them resources for shelter, food, and other services if needed. The camp was disbursed.

Criminal Investigations Division...

• In November, the Homicide Unit responded to four homicide call-outs.
• On November 21, officers were dispatched to a residence in response to a male caller advising his roommate had hit her head and sustained injuries requiring medical attention. When officers arrived, they noted several concerns with the caller’s story as well as with the scene. The scene was secured and the female was transported to the University of New Mexico Hospital for serious injuries. The call resulted in a Violent Crimes call-out. Detectives interviewed and later arrested the caller for the severe beating of his girlfriend. A day later the victim died as a result of her injuries.
• In November, the Homicide Unit sent five cases to the District Attorney’s Office for review and/or prosecution.
• In November, the Armed Robbery Unit responded to eight robbery call-outs and cleared 53 cases. Of the 53 cases, 28 were sent to the District Attorney’s Office for prosecution.
• In November, the Robbery Unit had 29 new cases assigned for a total of 146 active cases.
• In November, The Sex Crimes Unit responded to four call-outs.
• In November, the Sex Crimes Unit cleared 25 cases with seven of these cases going to the District Attorney’s Office. The unit also wrote 11 search warrants and two arrest warrants.
• In November, the Sex Crimes Unit had 20 new cases assigned for investigation. The unit currently has 97 active cases.
• In November, the Family Abuse Stalking Training Team (FASTT) cleared 16 cases with 15 of these cases going to the District Attorney’s Office. FASTT Unit reviewed 180 cases this month. The FASTT Unit currently has two active cases.
• In November, FASTT assisted the Victim Assistance Unit with 27 cases to include following up with victims.
• In November there were 74 new runaways/missing persons reported to the Missing Persons Unit. The unit cleared 85 total runaways/
missing person cases and has 124 active cases.

• In November, the Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) team held two CIT certification classes for APD. In the first class, 15 officers were certified and in the second class, 29 officers were certified.

• On November 16-20, CIT provided a community collaboration approach course in which officers were able to visit different providers in the community. This approach helps reduce the stigma that has been created between mental health providers and law enforcement.

• In November, the Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU) provided 176 hours of training and made contact with 54 individuals. CIU assisted 49 individuals, 21 were mental health consumers. CIU made 72 referrals for services.

• In November, CIU assisted the YMCA in putting together 135 Thanksgiving baskets.

• In November, the Crimes Against Children Unit (CACU) received 1,016 referrals.

• In November, the CACU were assigned 56 new cases.

• In November, the CACU responded to ten call-outs.

• In November, the Child Exploitation Detail (CED) conducted 21 forensic dumps of cell phones for multiple agencies and units within APD.

• In November, the Crisis Outreach and Support Team (COAST) helped a family who was looking for rental assistance. She has survivor’s benefits and has one daughter and adopted two other daughters. She and her family could not afford this month’s rent after she spent most of her income trying to fix their only vehicle. COAST contacted Pay It Forward and NM, Incorporated and they agreed to pay their rent. They were also in need of food so food was purchased for them. Later that month, YMCA donated a turkey basket for Thanksgiving and the COAST/CIU team delivered it to her home.

Special Investigations Division...

• In November, SID completed 585 surveillance hours.

• In November, SID had 11 misdemeanor arrests and seven misdemeanor warrants.

• In November, SID had 18 felony arrest and seven misdemeanor arrests. They completed 18 felony and 13 misdemeanor warrants.

• In November, the Gang Unit conducted a month-long operation where the Unit focused on a specific gang. The operation concentrated on areas where the members and/or affiliates were known to gather. The following results were reported: three felony warrants; one federal warrant; one misdemeanor warrant; one stolen vehicle recovered; and three handguns recovered.

• In November, the Gang Unit visited Rudolfo Anaya Elementary School to talk to the kids about gang awareness and prevention.

• On November 4, the Vice Unit conducted an in-call operation to target individuals involved in prostitution and human trafficking. The operation led to several arrests for prostitution.

• On November 10, Air 5 was requested to assists officers. After arriving, Air 5 assisted units in established a perimeter for two outstanding suspects, one male and one female. The female was immediately located exiting a stolen vehicle. Air 5 maintained a visual on her until she was taken into custody. Information was received that the male suspect had escaped the perimeter and was running in a north easterly direction. Air 5 shifted focus toward that area and located the male subject. Air 5 directed officers to his location and he was taken into custody and subsequently identified as the male offender.

• On November 21, Air 1 responded to a vehicle that fled from officers. The units advised that the vehicle was related to an armed robbery that had occurred earlier in the day. Air 1 located the vehicle and conducted a tactical follow as it drove around the immediate area. The vehicle eventually drove into an arroyo and then backed into a culvert. Air 1 located the exit of the culvert and observed a subject exit the culvert and run into a golf course. Air 1 followed and updated the location of the subject. At this point, the suspect climbed a tree. Air 1 directed a K-9 team to the subject and a perimeter was established around the tree. Air 1 had to clear the scene due to low fuel. The subject eventually surrendered to officers without incident. The vehicle was found to be stolen and the subject detained was the offender of the armed robbery that had occurred earlier in the day. The suspect was and also linked to a burglary that had occurred just days before.

• On November 23, Air 5 was requested in response to a stolen vehicle. Information was received that two offenders were sitting in a stolen vehicle. A team was established to make a felony stop and extraction of the offenders. Officers made their approach behind the vehicle...
and attempted to have them step out of the vehicle. The vehicle then fled from the scene at a high rate of speed. The vehicle continued in a reckless manner disregarding traffic control devices and other motorists. The offenders finally pulled into a parking lot and fled on foot. Officers observed a male running towards a neighborhood and hop a fence. A perimeter was established and a K-9 was called to the scene. The officers lost visual of the offender in a back yard but he never left the perimeter. A short time later, Air 5 observed a suspicious vehicle enter an apartment complex that was near the area where the offender was last seen. Units were advised to stop the vehicle. The occupants of the vehicle were detained and questioned. The passenger of the vehicle was subsequently determined to be the offender and he was taken into custody.

• In November, the Central Narcotics Unit served three search warrants; made one buy bust; and recovered four firearms.

• The Central Narcotics Unit received information that a female subject was selling methamphetamines in the Southeast Area Command. Detectives located the subject and arranged to purchase methamphetamines from her. On October 21, an undercover operation was conducted where detectives purchased methamphetamines from the subject. On November 5, with the assistance of Southeast Impact Detective Lueckenhoff-Fowler, an undercover operation was conducted. Detectives purchased more methamphetamines from the subject. Immediately following the drug deal, the female subject was taken into custody without incident.

• The Central Narcotics Unit received information that a male subject was intentionally evading police contact due to having several outstanding warrants. Central Narcotics detectives confirmed the subject was a wanted sex offender and a felony warrant for $100,000 had been issued out of Santa Fe County for failing to register as a sex offender. On November 25, surveillance was conducted and detectives located the subject. With the assistance of the Valley Area Command Community Response Team, the suspect was taken into custody without incident. The subject was arrested on multiple outstanding felony and misdemeanor warrants.

• In November, Region 1 Task Force had five federal arrests and seized one kilogram of heroin and 2.5 kilograms of methamphetamines.

Real Time Crime Center (RTCC)...

• In November, The Bridge assisted in 2,481 calls. About 75% of those were intervention from the operators in the Bridge.

• The Crisis Intervention Case Management System had more than 3,000 cases and was utilized 1,905 times in November. 43% of the calls worked were suicide, mental health or domestic disturbance calls. The video network was also utilized 240 times.

• The Video Unit provided assistance to both the Chief of Police and the Public Information Officers (PIOs) in releasing multiple, online videos. These videos covered a variety of topics such as addressing internal department announcements and providing information to the community.

• In November, the Central Narcotics Unit served three search warrants; made one buy bust; and recovered four firearms.

• The Central Narcotics Unit served information that a female subject was selling methamphetamines in the Southeast Area Command. Detectives located the subject and arranged to purchase methamphetamines from her. On October 21, an undercover operation was conducted where detectives purchased methamphetamines from the subject. On November 5, with the assistance of Southeast Impact Detective Lueckenhoff-Fowler, an undercover operation was conducted. Detectives purchased more methamphetamines from the subject. Immediately following the drug deal, the female subject was taken into custody without incident.

Professional Accountability Bureau

Communications Division...

• In November, the APD Emergency Communications Center staff answered 71,961 incoming calls. There were 30,064 calls answered for 911 and 41,897 calls answered for 242-COPS. 911 Operators answered 90.79% of the 911 calls within 10 seconds (national standard is 90%, APD’s standard is 92.0%); operators also answered 94.05% of the 242-COPS calls within 30 seconds (APD’s goal is
90% answered within 30 seconds).

- Incoming calls have increased as compared to last year for the month of November. 9-1-1 calls increased by 13.35% and 242-COPS increased by 10.9%. The overall increase was 11.91%.
- On November 3-6, a Records and Data Coordinator attended a 9-1-1 GIS conference in Las Cruces.
- On November 16, Century Link conducted a site survey with one of their sub-contractors in reference to an upcoming quote and potential site-upgrade for the 9-1-1 phone system.
- In November, Albuquerque the Magazine conducted interviews at Communications for their publication about a feature on overnight workers.

**APD Academy...**

- In November there were 43 cadets in the 114th Cadet class.
- In November, 341 interest cards were received (267 cadets, 60 public service aides (PSAs); and 12 laterals).
- In November, background folders were assigned for 53 cadets, two PSAs, two laterals, and eight civilians.
- The November 6-8 testing consisted of 105 individuals scheduled to test; 49 attended City entrance; 38 attended Saturday testing; and 29 were passed to background.
- The November 20-22 testing consisted of 119 individuals scheduled to test; 35 attended City entrance; 28 attended Saturday testing; and 28 were passed to background.
- Twenty-four cadets and nine PSAs are seated for the 115th Cadet class.

**Administrative Support Bureau**

**Planning Division...**

- In November, the Planning Division presented at the Environmental Planning Commission (EPC) and was successful in obtaining approval to place a modular unit at the Southeast Area Command to be used temporarily while construction of the substation takes place.

**Central Records Division...**

- In November, the Public Information Unit received 1,060 requests totaling $9,729.45 in revenue generated from citizen requests/registers.
- In November, the Report Review Unit completed the following: 3,063 Automated Reporting System (ARS) transfers; 840 ARS supplements; 1,256 National Crime Information Center entries; 2,483 accidents; 2,515 officer calls; and 502 Unified Crime Reports (UCR).
- In November, Court Services completed the following: 50 pretrial hearings scheduled; 303 arraignments processed; 324 felony cases submitted to the District Attorney’s Office; and 421 summons submitted to the Metropolitan Court.
- In November, the Telephone Report Unit generated 547 original reports and 164 supplemental reports for a total of 711 reports. This resulted in a savings of 1,848.60 hours of field services time and a savings of $28,440.
- In November, the Telephone Report Unit processed 536 on-line (Cop Logic) reports resulting in a savings of 1,393.60 hours of field services time and a savings of $21,440.
- In November, the Inspection of Public Records (IPRA) received 145 requests; completed 118 requests; and collected $5,793.50 in revenue.
MAJOR CRIME TYPES YEARLY, 2009 - YTD
**NOTE:** The data represents incident reports that have been approved by Supervisors and are not final reports. These numbers are subject to change. These numbers are for reference only and do not substitute for UCR data.
### Albuquerque Police Department Monthly Statistical Analysis

**Citywide**  
**December 15, 2015**

#### 3-Month Comparison

#### Monthly Comparison

#### Year-To-Date Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>October 2015</th>
<th>October 2014</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto Burglary</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>-12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Theft</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>+63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Burglary</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>+1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Burglary</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Calendar Day Year to Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto Burglary</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>6377</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Theft</td>
<td>4596</td>
<td>4834</td>
<td>+5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Burglary</td>
<td>11824</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>+30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Burglary</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*The data is based upon the 2013 and 2014 crime reports. The 2015 data includes an estimated 50% of the year-to-date. Data is presented as a bar chart and line graph for comparison. The figures do not include all crimes reported within Albuquerque Police Department's jurisdiction.*